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The second spectrum which is commonly used is Bretschneider spectrum, it  says the

spectral density is given by 0.1687 H s omega s by omega 5, above 4 exponential minus

0.675  omega  by  omega  5  omega  s  raise  to  the  power  minus  4.  Where  omega  s  is

significant  wave frequency, the third spectrum commonly used is  developed for ship

structures which is international ship structure congress, which is ISSC spectrum which

says the spectral density is given by 0.1107 H s omega bar 4 by omega 5 exponential

minus 0.4427 omega by omega bar to the power minus 4 where omega bar is significant

frequency in this expression.
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The fourth one which is again used commonly is Jonswap spectrum, which says the

spectral density is alpha bar g square by omega 5 exponential,  minus 1.25 omega by

omega naught to the power minus 4, gamma a w where a omega is exponential minus

omega minus omega 0 square by 2 sigma bar square omega 0 square sigma bar is 0.07

for omega less then omega naught 0.09 for omega greater then omega naught. Alpha bar

is parameter 3.25 10 power minus 3 H square omega 04, 1 minus 0.287 natural logarithm

of the gamma.

Where omega zero is significant wave frequency and this is called Peakedness parameter

which varies anywhere from 1 to 7 and of course,  H s is significant  wave height in

meters.
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So, friends please pay attention to the programming code available on the screen now,

this programming code gives you plots of different spectra for Jonswap, PM spectrum

and. So, on the coding is available on the screen you can type it back and run it in mat

lab you will be able to plot the PM spectrum.
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You can also plot the ISSC spectrum and compare them for a specific mean wind speed

of 20 meter per second, significant wave height of 5 meter and time of 10 seconds whose

typical plot looks like this.
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So, one can see here the Jonswap the Jonswap spectrum which is indicated in blue color,

compact PM structure indicated in red color which is also further modified with black

which has  got  the  same variation  as  the  top  red  and which  is  compared  with  ISSC

spectrum, you will see Jonswap spectrum has a very narrow band concentrated at this

specific frequency ratio, but the spectral density of modify PM spectrum is much larger

compared to that of ISSC and Jonswap.



So,  friends  one can use any of  these spectra  to  estimate  the wave forces  in  a  given

system. So, we will take up an example and see how a wave forces can be computed in a

given system. The simple excel sheet I want to you to pay attention on this.
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Whatever you see in blue color they are all input to be given for example, here is three

meter 150 you can vary this, it calculates some of the values based upon 2 pi by for

example, C 20 which is L 2 pi by L we know it is a wave number we already gave the

equation 5. So, it calculates a wave number wave frequency is 2 pi by t 0 c 7 you can see

here is wave period ok. So, 2 pi by t 0 and so on.
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So, I want him calculate the wave force based on the water particle kinematics horizontal

velocity  and acceleration,  then to compute the force we use Morison equation in the

presence of current which is one meter per second.
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So, if you look at different values of Z and Y velocity acceleration the drag force and the

inertia force are computed total force is added and total force is computed, one can see

any specific value here which is taken from the code.



The code is available on the screen you can always reproduce it in a excel sheet and try

to plot the variation.
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 If you see if the variations are plotted from the sea bed towards the mean sea level, from

the sea bed towards the mean sea level because the water depth is 150 meter you can see

here the water depth is 150 meter. So, I am trying to plot from the sea bed towards the

mean sea level, mean sea level is 150.
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So, if you take only about the waves there is a typical variation you see.



If you plot adding current wave there is a variation you can see.
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So, that is a very interesting code we have in simple terms, the detailed calculations of

doing this  has  also been indicated  in  the worksheet  here,  is  also being given in  the

worksheet here.
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So, the comparison of the plot with wave and current and with wave alone is also shown

here. So, simple coding which helps us to formulate the problem and try to find force in a

single cylinder which can be used. So, that is the variation of the spectrum.
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So,  friends  let  us  look  at  quickly  the  summary  what  we  learned  in  this  lecture  we

understood  Airy’s  theory  has  limitations  in  terms  of  mean  sea  level  you  can  use

stretching  modifications  suggested  by  various  researchers  to  include  the  variable

submergence effect one can do two approaches for design. One can be a single design

wave analysis one can also do random wave analysis, one is statics no dynamics, other is

statistical analysis you will be using wave scatter diagram one can also find the forces

using various spectra available in the literature.

We have  seen  Pierson  Moskowitz  spectrum,  modified  Pierson  Moskowitz  spectrum

Jonswap spectrum and ISSC spectrum. We have compared we said that modified Pierson

Moskowitz spectrum gives a broader area, Jonswap is a narrow band focused spectrum

which can be used for application of offshore structures in specific terms. We have also

seen an example how to compute the forces on a given member using horizontal water

particle  velocity  in  acceleration  then  using  the  Morison  equation,  which  is  used  to

calculate forces on a given cylindrical member whose coding is also available. We also

gave you the computer program to estimate the spectra and plot them and compare them

for a given wave height for a given wind speed and fetch conditions.

Thank you very much.


